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ture. Along with this are the increasing dem ship in a democracy. We are in a cons world in which democracy-as we know it ity role.
Some Questions for Considera I will propose a series of questions that m sider some adjustments that are needed to tional program into better relationship would be presumptuous to indicate that the original or that I know the answers to them many of you have struggled with many Some of you have arrived at satisfactory achieving solutions. Obviously, both the deg adjustments needed will vary widely. Here questions I propose and some suggestions o
(1) What is the proper balance of em tional training-the art and practice of a the science of agriculture in our universities?
We need to remember that the Land idea originated with the introduction o practical emphasis as contrasted to strictl our colleges and universities. Yet, with increase in both scientific and vocation choices are clearly indicated.
C. H. Bostain 3 suggests four possible 1. Increase rate of learning, 2. Increase time for earning a B.S. degr
